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Abstract: Thiss paper review
ws definitions and
a frameworkks for
sustainability in higher educcation by examiining a few nattional
and internatioonal institutionaal policies relaated to sustainaability
higher educatiion. The paper highlights a fuundamental reseearch
that consists of
o analysis, proocessing and asssimilation of bases
b
knowledge fouund in internaational used. This
T
paper preesents
various aspeccts of implemenntation of sustaainability in higher
education in Romania
R
and the
t internationaal level. Folloowing
the theoreticaal and practtical research,, we found some
suggestions annd recommendaations that shoould be implemeented
in Romanian universities for
fo a sustainabble developmennt of
higher educatiion.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Contempoorary society coonsiders sustainaable developmeent to
be the best waay to address thhe complex andd interrelated issues
of society andd environment for the sake off current and future
f
generations and
a
for the inntegrity of thee planet. Globbally,
progress towaards sustainable developmentt is deemed highly
h
imperative.
While all actors of societty must contribbute in the transsition
towards a susstainable worldd, universities are
a seen as a major
m
catalyst to worrk towards this goal. In the paast, universities have
played a histooric role in trannsforming socieeties and in serving
the greater pubblic good.
Romaniann education is inn a continuous process of channging
and modernizzation, and for this reason, we
w need to findd and
implement soolutions for sustainable
s
deevelopment off the
educational syystem in Romaania. In this seense, the paperr will
present resullts of theorettical researches on sustainnable
development of
o university edducation in othher countries, which
w
are applicable in Romania.
p
is preseented the reseearch
In the fiirst part of paper
methodology, and in the second part are
a emphasizedd the
research resultts.

Research
R
methhodology used in this paperr, is based onn
fund
damental researrch that is analyyzing and assim
milating existingg
realiities at the naational and inteernational leveel in educationn
field
d. In this paperr we made a ccomparative an
nalysis betweenn
whaat sustainable deevelopment meeans in Romaniian universitiess
and abroad.
The
T
problem of sustainabble developmeent of higherr
educcation in Romaania should be analyzed in terrms of the twoo
apprroaches:
- higher
h
educatioon in Romania w
will become su
ustainable whenn
they
t
will develoop a strong linkk between univ
versities and thee
business
b
enviroonment
- students
s
will bee prepared in cconjunction witth labor markett
demands
d
and coompany need.
For
F students too meet labor m
market demandss, must acquiree
pracctical skills thaat can only gaain during inteernships. Theyy
shou
uld have a longeer duration andd be conducted in
i the companyy
with
h strict rules established bbetween the university
u
andd
com
mpany. It is neecessary to acchieve some national
n
studiess
amo
ong students and
a
entrepreneeurs to devellop skills andd
com
mpetencies of graduates
g
of hiigher education
n in line withh
enviironmental requuirements of afffairs.
For higher edducation in Romania to be sustainable,
s
thee
courrses script need to be updatted regularly, and
a
sometimess
radiccally change, correlated with technical, technological,,
scien
ntific or otherw
wise arising froom national an
nd internationall
level.

3. RESEARCH
R
R
RESULTS
After
A
theoreticcal and practiical research, we identifiedd
seveeral suggestionns and recomm
mendations wh
hich should bee
impllemented at thhe level ofighher education institutions inn
Rom
mania:
- Create
C
researchh centers in higgher education for sustainablee
development
d
inn Romania afterr the two modells (3.1);
- Suggestions
S
and recommendattions (3.2).

m
foor developing thhe study is baseed on
Research methodology
observation (aas research methhod) and is show
wn in Figure 1.

3.1 Research
R
centeer for sustainaablile developm
ment in higherr
educcation, in Euroope
The
T European universities
u
havve established research
r
centerss
for sustainable
s
devvelopment of thhe educational system as thee
two listed below:

Fig. 1. Researcch methodologyy

Italiian Centre forr Research and
d Environmen
ntal Education
n
of th
he University of
o Parma (C.I.R
R.E.A.)
C.I.R.E.A.
C
is a research and services Centrre, whose mainn
objeectives are to prromote interdissciplinary research, to developp
and realize interdisciplinary educaational activities and to collectt
and preserve docum
mentary and bibbliographic matterial related too
Enviironmental Eduucation.
All
A activities developed
d
by C.I.R.E.A. are ad
ddressed to thee
prom
motion of sustaiinability in its m
multidimension
nal vision.
From
F
a metthodological ppoint of view
w, C.I.R.E.A..
ackn
nowledges the importance off an action reseearch approachh
and supports initiattives that:

2. RESEARCH METHO
ODOLOGY

- “involve knowledge, values, behaviour, experiences, to
promote respect and interactions among all life forms in the
environment;
- have the opportunity to build and spread a modern culture
that is “capable of future”, that is able to go beyond a
“throw away” mentality and to base its actions on a “sense
of limit”;
- promote opportunities and contexts to foster the
development of dynamic qualities, to build the capacity to
make decisions in the face of uncertainty, to increase the
awareness that the capacity to predict can not be separated
from the willingness to face the unpredictable, to educate
for dialogue and conflict management among different
points of view;
- strengthen coherence between action and knowledge,
between statement and behavior” (Charter of Fiuggi, 1997).
Even if the experience of C.I.R.E.A. could be “unique” and
stimulating in the Italian scenario of higher education system
for sustainability, several aspects need to be remembered
(Bachiorri & Puglisi, 2007).

Adjusted to professional orientation, the qualification
requirements for University graduates in ecology imply being
aware of:
- environmental safety and sustainable development basics;
- ways and methods to formulate sustainable development
policy and strategy, as well as Local Agenda-21;
- basic methodology of decision-making and implementing
decisions on environmental safety and sustainable
development;
- ways and methods to create adequate information systems
to support the decision-making;
The transition to sustainable development requires
ecologization of all activities and implementation of sustainable
development principles in all key sectors of society.
Universities are engaged in training specialists of different
profiles for these sectors, which make reasonable incorporation
of sustainable development and environmental safety course(s)
in all faculties.

Center for Cooperation in Sustainable Development and
Environmental Management between the Saint-Petersburg
State University and Beahrs Environmental Leadership
Program, University of California, Berkeley
The Saint-Petersburg State University undertakes a wide
range of activities on Education for Sustainable Development,
in particular:
- “develops educational courses dedicated to various aspects
of sustainable development (at many faculties);
- opens new specialties to be incorporated into master, in
particular, international programs;
- establishes public associations of students and lecturers;
- prepares and implements additional professional training
programs;
- undertakes projects on educational, scientific, and practical
aspects of sustainable development;
- builds intersectoral partnership, networking.” (Chernikova
& Voropaeva, 2007)
This is paralleled by the integration of innovative methods
and approaches, essential for developing a new culture of
educational process, with:
- changing the contents of educational programs;
- integrating new organizational institutes;
- modifying the functions and roles of the main actors of the
educational process;
- integrating new training methods.

From the research conducted, we propose the creation and
development of research centers in addition to universities in
Romania, similar with the models described above.
Three important aspects of Education for Sustainable
Development for Universities should be considered:
- Creating and teaching the new philosophy of development,
based on the concept of sustainable development, which we
consider essential for all university students. Such courses
would promote the new consciousness and world view for
future specialists and citizens of the XXI century;
- Integrating sustainable development principles into training
of specialists in various fields for relevant sectors of society
(e.g., sustainable mobility, energy, spatial planning, etc.);
- Devising special interdisciplinary (interfaculty) educational
programs for the training of specialists in sustainable
development. A new type of specialists able of holistic,
strategic thinking and taking systems inter sectorial
decisions is needed for development and implementation of
long-term action plans on and management of transition to
sustainable development.
In the future, we plan that the research on sustainable
development of higher education to be based on finding
answers to these questions:
- How should Sustainable Development competences be
taught/learned at technological universities?
- Which curriculum structure is more suitable to facilitate the
acquisition of Sustainable Development competences?

3.2 Sugestions and recomandation for sustainable
development in Romanian universities
In devising its education programs and curricula the
University relied on the following principles and approaches:
- interdisciplinary approach and interrelation of disciplines in
education programs, enlarged the humanitarian component
of curricula;
- interdepartmental and interfaculty integration in curriculum
design and implementation;
- problem-oriented education;
- integration of University and Research Centre; permeation
of environmental safety and Sustainable Development
principles through virtually all the specialty courses in the
curricula;
- incorporation into curricula of new special courses,
Sustainable Development and Environmental Policy and
Politics, Agenda-21 (is a programme run by the United
Nations related to sustainable. It is a comprehensive
blueprint of action to be taken globally, nationally and
locally by organizations of the United Nations,
governments, and major groups in every area in which
humans directly affect the environment).
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